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ABSTRACT:
Muslim world is facing many challenges regarding its economy, politics and culture these days.
Rapid progress in science and technology is indispensable to face the challenges. Neither defense
nor the industrial development of a country is possible i n the absence of scientific knowledge and
technical skills,.  Similarly, agriculture department also demands advance and latest equipments
and techniques for massive growth. In fact, advancement and development is associated with 
science and technology in contemprary world. 
Islam is not a religion that concerns the spritual matters of its foll owers only but it is a complete
code of life that does not only want his followers to be successful hereafter but also in this world.
Islam neither impose any ban on acquiring knowlewdge nor it is against technology. Acquiring
knowledge and technology for the weel being of mankind is in accordance with the teachings of
Islam. In this way, the guidelines of Islam different from other religions, as far as knowledge and
scientific technology is concern. This article highlights the need and importance of science and
technology for the Muslim world in modern era. 
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